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	Gain the R programming language fundamentals for doing the applied statistics useful for data exploration and analysis in data science and data mining. This book covers topics ranging from R syntax basics, descriptive statistics, and data visualizations to inferential statistics and regressions. After learning R’s syntax, you will work through data visualizations such as histograms and boxplot charting, descriptive statistics, and inferential statistics such as t-test, chi-square test, ANOVA, non-parametric test, and linear regressions. 

	

	
		Learn R for Applied Statistics is a timely skills-migration book that equips you with the R programming fundamentals and introduces you to applied statistics for data explorations. 

	

	

	
		What You Will Learn

	
			
				Discover R, statistics, data science, data mining, and big data
	
				Master the fundamentals of R programming, including variables and arithmetic, vectors, lists, data frames, conditional statements, loops, and functions
	
				Work with descriptive statistics 
	
				Create data visualizations, including bar charts, line charts, scatter plots, boxplots, histograms, and scatterplots
	
				Use inferential statistics including t-tests, chi-square tests, ANOVA, non-parametric tests, linear regressions, and multiple linear regressions


	

	

	

	
		Who This Book Is For

	

	

	Those who are interested in data science, in particular data exploration using applied statistics, and the use of R programming for data visualizations. 
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Practice Makes Perfect: Basic English, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		Get the skills you need to read and speak English with confidence!

	


	
		Learn how to read and speak English with this easy-to-use workbook. Dozens of manageable, bite-sized lessons take you through the basics of the English language. Three-page units cover each subject, which can be completed in just 20...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Science of EverythingAlpha, 2008
Did you ever wonder how somebody ever figured out all the details of making a cellphone system work? What about those giant MRI machines that can take a picture of your insides without a single incision? Then there is the universe. We think we know at least something about how it started billions of years ago and where it’s going billions of...
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Sport Science Research and Technology Support: 4th and 5th International Congress, icSPORTS 2016, Porto, Portugal, November 7-9, 2016, and icSPORTS ... in Computer and Information Science (975))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 4th and 5th International Congress on Sports Science Research and Technology Support, icSPORT 2016 and 2017, held respectively in Porto, Portugal, on November 7-9, 2016 and in Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, on October 30-31, 2017. The 13 revised full...
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Evolved Packet System (EPS): The LTE and SAE Evolution of 3G UMTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
2G/GSM and 3G/UMTS are key mobile communication technologies, chosen by more than 2 billion people around the world. In order to adapt to new services, increasing demand for user bandwidth, quality of service and requirements for network convergence, major evolutions are introduced in 3G network standard.    

    

    Evolved...
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VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware UseO'Reilly, 2009
If you want to gain insight into the real-world uses of VMware ESX and ESXi, this book provides scores of step-by-step solutions for working with these products in a wide range of network environments. You'll not only learn the basics -- how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute...
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Pro HTML5 Programming (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011

	This book is about HTML5 Programming. Before you can understand HTML5 programming, however, you need to take a step back and understand what HTML5 is, a bit of the history behind it, and the differences between HTML 4 and HTML5.

	

	In this chapter, we get right to the practical questions to which everyone wants answers. Why...
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